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NOTE: In calculation of the latter two quantities, the atomic 
positions are fixed as those they have in the AB system. 

Charge density difference of system AB: 

Definition 

In VASP, three calculations should be perform to obtain 
the charge density of AB, A, and B systems. CHGCAR file 
contains the information about charge density. 



INCAR file 

Only electronic-SC 
loops are performed  

CHGCAR is written 

The geometry optimization is 
supposed to have been done. 

Files 

For the three calculations of 
charge density of A, B, and AB 
systems, INCAR and KPOINTS 
files are same. POSCAR file 
should be prepared separately, 
as well as the corresponding 
POTCAR file.  

Example:  
CO adsorbed on Pt (111) surface 

A B 



Pt (2X2) supercell is used. When the geometry 
optimization is finished, CONTCAR is obtained. 

KPOINTS 

Example 



CO/Pt (AB system) 

POTCAR file is same with the geometry optimization. 

mv CONTCAR POSCAR 



CO (A system) 

Delete the Pt part in POSCAR of AB system 

POTCAR file should match the POSCAR. 



Pt (B system) 

POTCAR file should match the POSCAR. 

Delete the CO part in POSCAR of AB system 



When the above three calculations are 
finished, three CHAGCAR files are obtained. 

A: CO 
B: Pt 
AB: CO/Pt 

CHGCAR_CO 
CHGCAR_Pt 
CHGCAR_COPt 

Example 

Next step: Utilizing the software of VESTA to 
make subtract. 



Open CHGCAR_COPt 



Edit Edit Data Volumetric Data… 



Click Import… 



Select CHGCAR_CO Click Open 



Select Substract 
from current data 

If you want to change 
the unit, do it here. 

NOTE: The unit of 
charge density in 
CHGCAR is e/Bohr3. 

Click OK 



Repeat the steps and select CHGCAR_Pt 



Click OK 



The isosurface of charge density difference is obtained. 

Click Properties… to modify the isosurface. 



The min and max values 
of the isosurface. 

Tune the Opacity 

In a word, you can modify 
the properties of isosurface 
whatever you like.  

Bigger (smaller)value, 
smaller (bigger) isosurface 



File Export Raster Image… 

Select the format whatever 
you like and save. 



The format of png is good. Select it and put 
the value in the rang of 3 to 5. And click OK. 



The final figure 

This is the side view of 
the isosurface. You can 
also export other views 
of the isosurface. 



2D slice 

Utilities 2D Data Display 

Select Pt, C, and 
O atoms 



Click Slice 

Click Calculate the best plane for the selected atoms, 
and then OK. 



The min and max values 
of the isosurface. 

Click Contours 

Tune the display of the figure whatever you like by using these two boxes.  
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